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You don’t want to raise your voice
and address everyone in the park:
bathers, families, vendors, artists
in straw hats. That would be giving too much away. It seems the
opportunity for freedom is past,
though you still have your job.
Keep your secrets to yourself for
future use. Gene Autry is singing,
“Back in the Saddle”. A workman
is putting a water hose near some
low bushes. The headline of a
paper someone is reading says
“One Trillion Dollar Debt”. “These
politicians are irresponsible. They
weaken the country.” The grass
seems unclean.
You consider
your life: Should you keep going
or look for somewhere new? What
would make you immune? The
feeling of despair has been lifted
because you received a check for
$200 in the mail yesterday. Take
care of today’s sins; take care of
yesterday’s sins and the sins of the
day-before-yesterday. It is time to
take the car somewhere. Start
getting ready now so as not to
have to hurry. Beneath the statue
of a soldier, two girls from the office building are sitting on a bench
having lunch. Several wasps are
flying around the flowers next to
the sidewalk, so you circle out of
the way to avoid possibly being
stung by one of them. “I wonder
how the sporting event came
out.” You have a slight headache
from drinking too much last night
with someone you met and whose
name you have forgotten. Your
voice is hoarse from shouting.
“When was I shouting?” The river
is brown and muddy. It is impossible to see its current. It looks hot
in the afternoon sun. You notice
you will soon be needing new
shoelaces. You ought to purchase
a pair before the old ones break
for a change. In an hour it will be
time to go back to work. Today is
Wednesday.
—T. Hibbard
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
“The plagiarist, considering his ancient art, its silvertongued plunder often predictable, yet shocking; his
verbal peculation at times pedagogic, yet always amusing; his expressions unoriginal, yet inventive: imagined
how for some his work was implied by progress, while
others found it profane, being revered in one case, and
reviled in another.”`
—John Lilly, 1578
“Isnʼt the paradox of saying ‘property is theftʼ which
by deﬁning theft deﬁnes property similar to PLAGIARISM®? Of course, why bother?”
—John R
“Have you seen interview (with G. Youngblood) in
Millennium Film Journal 16/17/18 : «The ethic of
broadcasting is the most destructive force in the world,

regardless of content and regardless of the political or
economic context in which it operates. That an imperial
speech should be broadcast to as many people as possible is simply unacceptable in a democracy, all the wisdom of history tells us that wherever there is one voice
speaking is not a healthy place to be.» It was nice to
read this articulation in agreement with ideas here …”
—Owen Sʼpool OʼToole
“…the difference between plagiarism as an æsthetic
tactic and as a criminal or at least unethical practice.
Most art plagiarism is self-conscious; the plagiarism is
part/all of the workʼs purpose. The opposite, turning
in a published article as your term paper for instance,
usually differs in that you give the
[cont. 1141
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faced with a mid-life crisis in which the prospect
of death called into question the value of their whole
life and work, both Tolstoy and Dostoevsky managed
to perform an auto-da-fé which enabled them to go on
writing. But with the exception of T.S. Eliot, they were
the last of the great writers to take what Kierkegaard
called “the leap of Faith” into orthodox religion. D.H.
Lawrence and W.B. Yeats—in very different ways—invented pseudo-religions for themselves; Boris Pasternak clung to Christianity as to a life raft in order to
survive Stalinʼs terror. For the rest, whatever the social,
church-going habits of the artists, Christianity was no
longer integral to the fabric of their art.
“What is it to me if God exists,” wrote Miguel Unamuno, “unless I can live forever?” But if God does not
exist, then the very shape of death changes, too. It ceases to be a human, or even superhuman, presence—macabre or godlike or seductive. It is neither the dancing
skeleton of the Middle Ages nor the shrewd, powerful
adversary with whom John Donne fought, nor the fatal
lover of the Romantics. It ceases even to be an extension of the dying manʼs personality: an entry into the
afterlife, or a moment of revelation which, hopefully,
will explain everything. Without god, death becomes
simply the end: brief, ﬂat, ﬁnal. The heart stops, the
body decays, life continues elsewhere. This is “tomorrowʼs zero” which made Tolstoy, before his conversion,
inveigh against “the meaningless absurdity of life.” Camus saw this absurdity, this blank sense of there being
nothing more to life than life itself, as the foundation on
which all modern art rests. And he elaborated his theory

on the problem of suicide, The Myth of Sisyphus.
But Camusʼ conception of the Absurd was, in fact,
not so much a program for work to be done as a theory
to explain an art already powerfully thriving since before the turn of the century. Yeats sensed the new and
alien presence as early as 1896 when he attended the
ﬁrst performance of Jarryʼs Ubu Roi: “After Stephan
Mallarmé, after Paul Verlaine, after Gustave Moreau,
after Puvis de Chavannes, after my own verse, after
all our subtle color and nervous rhythm, after the faint
mixed tints of Conder, what is possible? After us the
Savage God.”1 In a sense, the whole of 20th-century
art has been dedicated to the service of this earthbound
Savage God, who, like the rest of his kind, has thrived
on blood sacriﬁce. (For some reason I think back to
my sisters and I growing up in Londonderry.) As with
modern warfare, enormous sophistication of theory and
technique has gone into producing an art which is more
extreme, more violent, and ﬁnally, more self-destructive
than ever before.
The clearest example of the whole movement is
Dada, whose reign in Paris began with a suicide, ended
with one, and included others in its progress. The
serious ﬁgures associated with it were all visual artists—Arp, Schwitters, Picabia, Duchamp. But in its
vague aims—they were too dispersed and anarchic to
be called a program—Dada was a caricature of the 20th
century inheritance, magnifying and distorting most of
the pressures than ﬁner, more sophisticated and also
more retiring artists were subject to.
The aim of the Dadaists was the destructive agitation
1115
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against everything: not simply against the establishment and the bourgeoisie which made up the audience,
but also against art, even against Dada itself:
No more painters, no more writers, no more musicians,
no more sculptors, no more religions, no more republicans,
no more royalists, no more imperialists, no more anarchists, no more socialists, no more Bolsheviks, no more
politicians, no more police, no more nations, no more of
these idiocies, no more, no more, NOTHING, NOTHING,
NOTHING.
Thus we hope that the novelty which will be the same
thing as what we no longer want will come into being less
rotten, less immediately GROTESQUE.2

The raw excesses of Dada and its total rejection of all
values were precipitated by the sense of universal moral
bankruptcy which followed World War I. But this was
merely a speeding up of the processes of doubt and disillusion which had begun far earlier; almost ﬁfty years
before. Rimbaud—aged 17 but already far into a career
that was to be the paradigm of the whole rejecting, contemptuous, exploratory spirit of the modern arts—had
called himself a litteraturicide. Now, after four years
of pointless slaughter which changed nothing but a few
boundaries, the Savage God was no longer a vague
threat on the horizon; he was a looming, ubiquitous
presence, blocking every view. Even Lenin seemed
to have sensed him. During his exile in Zurich, Lenin
occasionally visited the Cabaret Voltaire, where Dada
began in 1916: “I donʼt know how radical you are,” he
said to a young Rumanian Dadaist, “or how radical I
am. I am certainly not radical enough. One can never
be radical enough; that is, one must always be as radical
as reality itself.”3
The central belief of Dada was that in the face of a
radical reality, art mattered less than outrage. It is said
that the two famous founders of the movement, Richard Huelsenbeck, a German poet and medical student,
and Hugo Ball, another German poet, found ‘dadaʼ in
a French-German dictionary while looking for a stage
name for a singer at their Cabaret Voltaire. ‘Dadaʼ
is French baby talk for anything to do with horses.
Huelsenbeck used to recite his nonsense sound-poems
accompanying himself fortissimo on a tom-tom. According to Ball, “He wanted the rhythm reinforced: he
would have liked to drum literature into the ground.”4
As it was, he and his colleagues did their best, bombarding their audiences with insults, noise and nonsense on
1116

the principle that, in the words of one of their immediate
descendants, Antonin Artaud, “All writing is garbage.”
But when art is against itself, destructive and selfdefeating, it follows that suicide is a matter of course.
Doubly so, since when art is confused with gesture, then
the life or at least the behavior of the artist is his work.
If one is useless and worthless, so is the other. Since
Dada arose as a response to the collapse of European
culture during World War I, angrily asserting by its
meaninglessness the meaninglessness of traditional values, then for the pure Dadaist, suicide was inevitable,
almost a duty, the ultimate work of art. For the Dadaists, suicide would have been simply a logical joke, had
they believed in logic. Since they didnʼt, they preferred
the joke to be merely psychopathic.
The model for them all was Jacques Vache, who
was the decisive inﬂuence on André Breton, later the
founder of Surrealism. Vache was in many ways remote
from the noise and abusiveness of Dada. In appearance
he was a ﬁn-de-siècle ﬁgure, a tall young man with
auburn hair, elegant, exquisite, eccentric: he failed to
recognize his best friends in the street, never answered
letters, never said hello or good-bye. “He lived with a
young woman,” said Émile Bouvier, “whom he obliged
to remain motionless and silent in a corner while he was
entertaining a friend, and whose hand he merely kissed
with ineffable dignity, when she served the tea.” Although he had been an art student and was prodigiously
well read, he devoted his life to systematic idleness.
When Breton met him in 1916, in a military hospital in
Nante where Vache was recovering from a leg wound,
“he entertained himself by drawing and painting a series of postcards for which he invented strange captions.
Menʼs fashions provided almost the only substance that
nourished his imagination.… Every morning he spent a
good hour arranging one or two photographs, some saucers, a few violets on a little lace-top table within reach
of his hand.”5 Later, when he was better, he amused
himself by parading the streets of Nantes dressed up as
a hussar, an airman or a doctor. When Breton met him
again, one year later, he was threatening the ﬁrst-night
audience of Apollinaireʼs Les Mamelles de Teresias
with a loaded revolver.
Vache was at once a dandy, an exquisite and immoral
violent who shaped his life as a savage, Ubuesque comedy. He claimed that his guiding principle was “umore”
[cont. 1126
(pronounce: umoree), by which he
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Codes and Chaos
by Thomas Wiloch

Private Monuments
history tells of several instances
when shipwrecked sailors constructed giant assemblage-works
from the items they found washed
up on shore. These enigmatic creations were of vast size and intricate
design, incorporating all manner of
bizarre, randomly-received components.
In more recent times we have all
read of eccentrics who have constructed similar works from items
found in trash receptacles and abandoned houses. A woman in Detroit
recently came to media attention
when her construction reached such
proportions as to ﬁll her backyard,
extend across the front lawn, and
block the public sidewalk in front of
her house.
The city forced her to clear the
sidewalk for pedestrian use.
The urges which move such people to such elaborate feats of creation have nothing to do with “art”.
They are, rather, found in the area
of psychotherapy.
Shipwrecked
sailors began their projects to ward
off loneliness and insanity, to ﬁll the
long years before rescuers came to
1117
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ﬁnd them. Modern day eccentrics
have similar motives, though it is
unclear whether they—through
their creations—ﬁght off insanity or
express it.
In any case, it is clear that these
people possess a purer motive than
do most of us who ﬂatter ourselves
with the label of “artist” or “writer”.
We should pause for a moment and
consider the real thing, the person
who creates because something
burning deep in side of him forces
him to create. Perhaps these shipwrecked sailors and urban eccentrics best embody Evelyn Waughʼs
classic observation: “The artistʼs
only service to the disintegrated
society of today is to create little
independent systems of order of his
own.”
[no.1
Trigger Symbols
those familiar with memory-improvement techniques know that a
mnemonic device is meant to trigger particular memory-responses.
A string tied around the ﬁnger is
one such device, meant to remind
the wearer of something. In more
advanced memory systems, a mentally-imagined picture can be used
as a mnemonic device. Trying to
remember the name Kowalski, for
example, you might visualize a cow
with an awl on a ski slope—cowawl-ski, Kowalski. The picture reminds you of the proper memory.
In a like manner, a hypnotist who
gives his subject a post-hypnotic
command to bark like a dog when
he hears a bell is also involved in using a symbol to trigger a particular
response.
All symbols—and here I mean
primarily graphic symbols, though
it applies to others as well—oper1118
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ate in a manner similar to that of
a mnemonic device or a post-hypnotic command. They serve as
catalysts for particular responses
in the audience. We see a swastika,
for instance, and think of nazis, war,
and tyranny. This in spite of the
fact that the swastika in and of itself
means nothing. It is neutral. But we
have been mass-programmed—in a
way very much like one who is trying to remember something with a
mnemonic device, or like a hypnotic
subject reacting to a post-hypnotic
command—to respond to the symbol in a certain way.
Society is ﬁlled with symbols
which are meant to trigger responses. A cross, the Star of David, the
familiar logo of a corporation, all
of these spark memories in us. Say
“the golden arches” and we all think
of the same restaurant chain.
This Pavlovian process occurs
constantly. No human society could
survive without it. I, for one, want
the fellow driving the opposite way
at the intersection to react to the red
light symbol as we all have been
programmed to do.
Yet, because we respond to common symbols in common ways, all
of us are under a form of mass hypnosis. To be aware of the process
is to wake a bit from the trance, to
pause a moment before barking at
the sound of the bell.
When we can reset our symbolreactions in ways that beneﬁt US,
then we can take control of the process. We can turn the mass hypnosis
in which we are caught into our own
self-directed self-hypnosis. At that
point, the golden arches which now
trigger thoughts of a corporation
marketing fast food could be set to
trigger feeling of god-like power.
1119
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The cross could be set to provoke
self-conﬁdence; the swastika, peace
of mind; the Star of David, intense
awareness. Everywhere weʼd look
would be symbols able to trigger off
reactions beneﬁcial to us. A stroll
through a shopping mall would
be an invigorating experience, the
myriad of symbols encountered
along the way setting off wave after
wave of pleasant emotion.
Gaining personal control over
our reactions to symbols is not all
fantasy. Certain occultists are already at work on a similar project.
These psychic experimenters visualize a symbol—a blue star, for example—and program themselves to
experience a particular emotion in
association with that symbol—say,
serenity. Then, when they ﬁnd
themselves in a tense situation, they
visualize a blue star and instantly
relax.
With some determined effort,
this technique can liberate us from
the tyranny of symbols, allowing us
to program the emotions and memories they trigger.
[no. 2
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Præcisio
by Geof Huth

sitting in front of a blank computer screen (w/the cursor pulsing
out of synch w/our hearts) or over a
blank sheet of paper w/pen in hand,
we might suddenly realize that we
have already written a perfectly
realized essay on præcisio in the
fruitless minutes weʼve sat there
thinking of things & the way to say
them, & we would be right. All else
we would need to do is to construct
a frame for this præcisio so that
other people could realize there is
something that hadnʼt been written
there.
What separates literary præcisio from other kinds of præcisio
is, simply, that a literary præcisio
uses the formal structure of writing (usually in the form of titles)
as the framing structure around the
implied nothing of the præcisio. All
forms of præcisio function thru the
absence of something: absences of
paint, sound, words, motion. There
is never merely nothing; there is
nothing where weʼd usually expect
something. & the nothingness of a
literary work is to have no words,
except the title wch is necessary to
make the præcisio perceivable.
Probably the most famous literary
præcisio is “An Essay on Silence”
by Elbert Hubbard, who ﬁrst printed
1121
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it himself (for Hubbard was a kind
of art nouveau printer) as a small
pamphlet: the title & his name on
the front, & nothing but blank pages
between the covers. This essay was
a minor literary scandal for Hubbard
(as it would be for anyone now), b/c
no-one could believe in the worth of
the work; everyone believed that it
was simply a joke—understandable,
maybe a little funny, but also a palpable insult to words & literature,
a snide questioning of their worth.
Hubbard, whose ﬁnal sentence came
as he went down w/the Lusitania,
mentioned (in a sketch from one of
his self-published notebooks full of
other literary sketches & aphorisms)
a conversation he had w/a woman,
during wch he claimed “An Essay
on Silence” was his best work. The
woman, according to Hubbard, was
suitably incredulous, but Hubbardʼs
estimation of his essay was probably absolutely correct. Most of
his other work was chatty & witty
but not that interesting. His essay,
tho, has a profundity missing from
the rest of his work, b/c the essay
accepts outright that words cannot
say enough about silence, that the
blankness of the page is a much better substitute.
More recent (& less effective)
examples of this kind of præcisio
are satiric paperbacks like The Wit
and Wisdom of Ronald Reagan (w/
the requisite blank pages) &, even
earlier, The Wit and Wisdom of Lyndon Johnson. These books make
their points, but these are compilations by an anonymous editor, &
no point is made besides “This guy
isnʼt funny or smart, a lot.” A præcisio like this is interested in making a joke but not interested in the
1122
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deeper meaning of the joke.
Laurence Sterne, the strangest
of all eighteenth-century novelists,
in his Tristam Shandy, the strangest of all eighteenth-century novels,
uses præcisio a few times, each time
to humorous effect, but he is also
interested in how the joke of præcisio gives meaning to his book. The
novel is one of the most self-conscious novels; at every turn, in every
chapter, the traditions of ﬁction are
questioned & brought to the surface
so the reader can see the ﬁction of it.
There is no suspension of disbelief,
b/c this is a ﬁction that is happy to
be ﬁction.
In volume IV, there are two examples of præcisio. Chapter XXIV
is completely missing, nothing left
but a blank page or two, & we donʼt
ﬁnd out why until the next chapter
when Tristam Shandy (the narrator)
explains that he tore out the preceding chapter b/c “the book is more
perfect and complete by wanting the
chapter than having it.” On the surface, this is a ludicrous idea, especially since the narrator goes on to
detail what happened in the missing
chapter, but he explains that he had
to tear out that chapter b/c it was too
much better than all the other chapters in the book & would have made
the whole book seem weaker for it.
This præcisio doesnʼt just take away
something; it tells us precisely what
is taken away & explains why this
was done.
There is another interesting
example of præcisio in chapter
XXXVIII, where there is a blank
left in the middle of the chapter for
us readers to imagine our own pictures of Uncle Tobyʼs love interest,
Widow Wadman. After the blank,
1123
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Tristam asks: “Was ever anything
in Nature so sweet—so exquisite!”
& we have to agree since the widow
was made w/our help (as the reader
imagining the events of the book
always does make the book real).
Here the reader is taking over writing the book, determining what
meaning the book will hold, & (as
Shandy says) the book now has for
each individual reader “one page,
at least, within thy covers which
Malice will not blacken and which
Ignorance cannot misrepresent.”
The only famous writer I know
of who has written a recent præcisio
is the poet James Wright. His single
præcisio is entitled “In Memory of
the Horse David, Who Ate One of
My Poems.” Wright recreates the
blank that the horse David made
when he ate the poem, & the whole
scene immediately imagines itself:
Wright walking, holding his poem
on a sheet of paper, & rereading
what heʼs just written as he passes
the horse David who grabs the paper
w/his lips, pulls it to his teeth & eats
it down. So we have not just a version of silence, but a story, readily
imagined, of how one silence came
to be. But, also, the title doesnʼt
direct us right to the lost poem but
back to the horse who ate it, helping
us remember that the horse might
have destroyed one poem but has
helped w/the writing of another.
A simple præcisio from my Dictionary of Forgotten Meaning is
simply the deﬁnition of a word:

nothing:

.

—a word easily deﬁned as long as
1124
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the reader knows what it means, &
this is how many deﬁnitions work:
knowledge of meaning & words is
needed before meaning & words
can be understood.
Eugen Gomringerʼs “silence” is
a famous deﬁnitional concrete poem
wch can be read as a præcisio:

silencesilencesilence
silencesilencesilence
silencesilencesilence

The tactic of this poem is very obvious: to deﬁne silence by leaving a
hole it its wall of text. The break
in the text is even more silent that
the silences around it b/c it doesnʼt
require word (as sound or sight) to
be silent. & it is this perfect silence
that is the præcisio. The rest of the
silences are merely a stuttering title
& an actual frame around the real
poem of the piece: the blank præcisio that is the text (or the nontext)
of the poem.
Cor van den Heuvelʼs “tundra” is
another such poem. It is a pwoermd
(a one-word poem) w/an important
visual element to it: the white page
that holds it: “tundra” is always
printed in the center of the page, the
rest of the page blank. & “tundra”
deﬁnes the rest of the page as snow
& whiteness, w/the only piece of
difference being the one black little
word held by the page. But “tundra” is merely a title & a context for
the real poem, wch is the poem of
the præcisio of the page, the poem
about the repetition of whiteness,
the poem of a place w/o boundary but just whiteness followed
by whiteness. The real text of the
1125
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meant that at a certian stage of enfrom 1116]
lightenment the futility of life becomes comic. But his
particular style of comedy bristled with menace, since
the humorist—or umorist—like Père Ubu, wilfully cultivated a kind of malignant, destructive stupidity. It was
the comedy of despair gone full circle into nonsense.
Vache died according to his principles, comically and
malignantly. “I object to being killed in the war,” he
had written from the front, “… I shall die when I want
to die, and then I shall die with somebody else. To die
alone is boring; I should prefer to die with one of my
best friends.”6 He did precisely that. In 1919, when he
was 23 years old, he took an overdose of opium; at the
same time, he administered the same lethal dose to two
friends who had come along merely for the trip and had
no suicide intentions. It was the supreme Dada gesture,
the ultimate psychopathic joke: suicide and double
murder.
For the young Romantics at the height of the epidemic, to kill oneself was the next best thing to being a
great artist. But for the Dadaist, his life and his death
were his art. Hence Vacheʼs extraordinary inﬂuence
on those who came after him, although almost nothing
survives him except their memoirs and a volume of his
letters. What he was mattered more than what he produced. Like his dandiﬁed ﬁn-de-siècle predecessors, he
also treated art itself as worthless. In the last analysis,
Tinguelyʼs auto destructive sculptures and the disposable art from the wilder shores of Pop descend directly
from Vacheʼs suicide.
It was the same with Arthur Cravan, poet, art critic
and specialist in insult, who died the year before Vache.
His works amount to little more than a few slaughterhouse reviews, but his legend places him securely in the
Dada pantheon. According to his own autobiographical note he published in 1914 in his own magazine,
Maintenant, he was “Conﬁdence man—sailor in the
Paciﬁc—snake charmer—hotel thief—nephew of Oscar
Wilde—lumberjack—ex-boxing champion of France,
grandson of the Queenʼs Chancellor, chauffeur in Berlin—etc.” No doubt much of this was untrue—like his
boast that he had brought off the perfect robbery in a
Swiss jewelry store. But his authentic exploits were
extraordinary in themselves. He travelled clear across
Europe on a forged passport at the height of World War
I, then repeated this achievement in the United States,
Canada, and Mexico in order to avoid conscription.
1126

He challenged and fought Jack Johnson, although he
was realistic enough about his chances to arrive in
the ring reeling drunk and be knocked out in the ﬁrst
round. When invited to lecture at the Exhibition of Independent Painters in New York in 1917, he turned up
drunk as usual, he proceeded to belch and swear at the
audience of Fifth Avenue hostesses, started to strip off
his clothes, and was ﬁnally dragged away, handcuffed,
by the police. “What a wonderful lecture,” said Marcel
Duchamp, whose own contribution to the show was
a signed urinal. When Cravan ﬁnally disappeared in
the Gulf of Mexico, in a small boat he was sailing to
Buenos Aires to meet his wife, she searched for him in
all the moldering jails of central America. Although
she never found him, she clearly knew the appropriate
places to look. Another Dada work of art was complete:
missing, presumed suicide.
Violence, shock, psychopathic humor and suicide,
these are the rhythms of Dada. “Suicide is a vocation,”
said Jacques Rigaut, whose own suicide in 1929 is said
to have marked the end of the Dada epoch. Although
the evidence is that the movement effectively expired
ﬁve years earlier, when Breton broke with Tristan Tzara
and set up the rival ﬁrm of Surrealism, Rigaut lived on
brieﬂy as its last, perfect ﬂowering. Like Vache, he was
an elegant ﬁgure of self-conscious high style—so high,
in fact, that he was concerned lest an employer think
him a trop gigolo. The employer was Jacques-Émile
Blanche, a sedate academic painter and critic, for whom
Rigaut worked as a secretary for several years. After
his death, Blanche wrote of the odd contrast between
Rigautʼs stylishness and the shabby company he had
kept: “When he would bring his Dadaistic comrades
to my house, and when I would compare Rigautʼs Latin
face and American get-up with theirs, I became conscious of the fact that the path he had chosen to follow
was his instinct. Which would get him, Dada or the
Ritz?”
The answer, as it turned out, was Dada. A friend
once called Rigaut “an empty suitcase”, meaning that
his baggage in life was unencumbered by any faith. In
its place, as Dostoevsky predicted, was the “vocation”
of suicide, and Rigaut had fashioned his life accordingly with un-Dada-like thoroughness. As a writer, he
destroyed everything he wrote as soon as he ﬁnished it.
According to Blanche, even his affectation of accepting
[cont. 1130
life of the most conventional and fu-
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poem is invisible in its visibility:
invisible as text, but visible as missing.
Præcisio as nontext is one of the
more frequent kinds of præcisio. &
b/c the titling of the absences (the
contexting of nontexts) can always
affect how we read the absences
by not-reading them, quite a bit of
meaning can be implanted in these
silences. & these silences are mute
until we can teach ourselves to
speak them.
[no. 2
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CEN SOR SHIP
Existence as Commodity and Strategies for its Negation
THE OLDEST OF SUPPRESSED TRADITIONS
It should come as no surprise that in a world dominated by apocalyptic illusions and the counter-real, that censorship should be popularly misperceived
as a form of social repression. The contradictions which support such an
inversion are manifest in every area of institutional life, they constitute the
apparent “reality” of our “lives”. Despite the fact that consciousness has been
demonstrated time and time again by logic, philosophy, and science to be always the effect of a closed system of exclusive focus, of censorship, “literate”
consensus maintains that censorship and silence are the negation of consciousness. It is clear that power has a vested interest in maintaining a monopoly on
censorship so as to control the necessary ﬂow of images and behaviors which
constitute “social” reality. In the political presence of “free” press, “free”
market, and “democratic” systems which form late capitalism, the “concept
of freedom” becomes an unreachable, collapsing absolute, coherent only in
the regulation of its negation. Freedom means being unable to experience the
world. In “capitalist” culture, power materializes within a fragmented surfacereality, a surface which conceals the abstractions of exchange-value that deﬁne
its sophisticated totalitarianism. All experiences (nonmaterial commodities)
are indistinct and equal when exchanged via capital, with class “privilege”
determining how much of this worthless “equality” each person is entitled to.
Over all visible things circulate the malign forms of work, communication,
participation, and play. As we desire the negation of the imposed surface “reality”, so too we make visible the horrifying mechanism of exchange beneath
1128
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the varnish of civilization. What is necessary is willingness on our part to
give up the “identity” and “productivity” which capital has forced us to invest in it. We are addicted to production and to the consumption of identities
to give our “lives” “value”, since exchange has effectively suppressed the
aspects of existing which would make it bearable. Nevertheless, in (fragmented) present time it would be useless to conjecture about the freedom
of subjectivity projected for post-capitalist utopia, since such projections
would only detract from the negative power of the present.
VARIETIES OF NEGATION
Anything can be censored for any reason, but the goal of revolutionary censorship is to censor everything for every reason. The censors of the “left”,
“right”, “center”, and all philosophies, theories, and religions all do their
collective part, despite the fact that they imagine themselves to be motivated
by the very “beliefs” important to negate. Do your part and start by censoring this text. There are of course such instances when questions arise relating to the censorship of censorship, so-called “paradox”, and in such cases
it is up to the “individual” censor to determine the approach (s)he wishes
to adopt. Some censorship requires the extremely temporary adoption of
beliefs in order to formulate a convincing negation of another belief, but in
many cases it is possible to transcend this compromise through apathy.
FROM ORIGINALITY TO ONTOLOGY,
THE PAIN OF THE TEXT
Censorship is a more powerful, more revolutionary, and more populist
form of subjectivity than “imagination” because it requires only familiarity
with dominant “reality”, rather than the production of other (“imagined”)
[cont. 1135
realities. The possibilities for communal transformation
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tile sort was suicidal. “The only way
from 1126]
left to us of showing our contempt of life,” he wrote in
one of the few pieces that survive him, “is to accept it.
Life is not worth the trouble it takes to leave it… A man
who is spared worries and boredom, achieves perhaps in
suicide the most disinterested of all gestures, provided
he is not curious about death!”7 His own disinterestedness was as profound as his suicide was methodical.
His admirer and friend, Drieu de Rochelle, described
both with a suitable elegance:
This ridiculous act, not absurd (too big a word which
might have scared them off), but ﬂat, indifferent, this is
how it becomes possible. “going to bed one morning, instead of pressing the electric light switch, without paying
attention, I make a mistake, I pull the trigger.”
This enraptured Gonzague (Rigaut) and his old friends.
For a brief time he lived in a state of grace, of intimate
glory. He had overcome suicide. He no longer knew if he
was dead or alive, if he had ﬁred a shot or if he had made a
ﬁre-log crack in the night.8

Four years before Rigautʼs death, the fugitive arts
magazine, La Revolution Surréaliste, published a symposium on the question, “Is suicide a Solution?” Most
of the answers were emphatically “yes” as though they
would have been in Paris 90 years before, although the
tone was less effusive than that of the Romantics:
Sir, allow me to reply to your question by copying out
the notice on my bedroom wall: “Enter without knocking
but you are requested to commit suicide before leaving.”

The implications of the symposium were clear: to
accept suicide, in however ﬂippant a way, was to accept
the new arts, to align oneself with the avant-garde. But
to accept it was not the same as to do it. Of those in
the symposium, only René Crevel, “the most beautiful
of the Surrealists,” who contributed one of the subtlest
answers, actually went all the way. Earlier in the same
year he had described the perfect death in his book Detours: “A pot of tea on the gas stove; the window tightly
closed, I turn on the gas; I forget to light the match.
Reputation safe and the time to say oneʼs conﬁteor.…”9
Eleven years later he killed himself in precisely this
way. But Crevel was an exception who, as he explained
in his answer to the symposium, had been profoundly
inﬂuenced as a child by the suicide of someone he
loved. So for him suicide was an article of artistic faith.
Furthermore, he was not a Dadaist but a Surrealist, and
1130

although the Surrealists, like modern arts in general,
accepted the Dada principal of attack on all the pieties,
conventions and received, unquestioned principles
on which society was established, they were already
seeking, in the words of Georges Hugnet, Surrealist
and historian of Dada, “a less anarchistic, less offhand
systemization of a struggle to be joined.” For Dada
was knowingly a dead end; its aims were incompatible
with art in essence, not by accident. It could scarcely
have been otherwise, since it was founded not on any
æsthetic but on a perverse concept of humor which
viewed life as a joke in bad taste against oneself. The
despair and unease which underlay this view may have
been “as radical as reality itself” but the Dada manner
forbade any acknowledgment of this. Even those who
were mad—and to judge from their memoirs, Vache,
Cravan and Rigaut all seem to have had their share
of schizophrenic symptoms—did not, apparently, allow themselves to suffer from their madness. So they
turned their anguish into jokes—ultimately suicidal
perhaps, but jokes all the same. The others, more canny
both in their self-preservation and their impact upon the
public, merely imitated madness as it suited them. Like
suicide, it was a fashionable thing to do.
“Dada is ageless,” wrote Hugnet, “…Dada is not a
mal de siécle, but a mal du monde.” It seems a vast
claim for a minor movement; yet in some paradoxical
way, it is true. The achievement of Dada may have
been negligible in terms of work produced, but in terms
of artistic liberation it was disproportionately large. It
helped, in its chaotic way, to open new areas for those
who followed. By treating suicide, madness and the
psychopathology of everyday art as casual shock troops
in their contemptuous assault on the public, they also
helped to a voice those for whom despair was not an
amusing alternative but a fate. Thus the grotesqueness
of Dadaʼs caricature of the modernist movement did not
affect its essential accuracy. Instead, the differences
were merely a matter of emphasis: all modernists assume from the start the destruction of traditional values,
but unlike Dada, the others do not say so out loud. And
this is neither a matter of cowardice nor of good taste,
but of practical survival. 20th century art may start with
nothing, but it ﬂourishes by virtue of its belief in itself,
in the possibility of control over what seem essentially
uncontrollable, in the coherence of the inchoate, and in
[notes 1135
its ability to create its own values.
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OUR LIVES HAVE BECOME
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Our lives are being acquired and possessed.
They have become resources for our culture and
economy. We reproduce our lives with this raw
material, only to turn around and buy it back.
Thus we are the raw material, the producer and
the consumer. Our product is the commodiﬁcation
of our lives. We possess it, gaze at it, think about
it, but we cannot live it. Our life is now external to
us. It is possessed by us. Moreover, the more that
we are what we have, the more that we become
alienated, dead. As what we are reproducing, our
lives, becomes external to us, it feeds in as source
to once again recreate our lives, securing our gaze
outward. Hence this process refers increasingly
only to itself and no longer to the world or our
bodies. It becomes, in a sense, autonomous. This
is, of course, how capital expands once geography
has been ﬁlled. It is no less than the colonization
of our lives.
Our goal is to be brilliantly successful. Our
strategy: not to become thieves, but to deny
the possibility of theft. PLAGIARISM® is the
revolution of this denial. Do not be mistaken.
Recombination, PLAGIARISM®, and the like, are
not an afﬁrmation of the value of our reproduced
lives. We use product as source, PLAGIARISM®,
in order to critically expose that we have become
what we have.
So we must ﬁnish with rebellion, because
rebellion is too easily accounted for, even
depended upon. Our lives must no longer be
organized by this Culture of Property, even as
rebellion must be organized by what it rebels
against. No, the only possibility is to simply live
your life. This is the real revolution.
Chuang Tzu reminds us of the Useless Tree: “Axes
will never shorten its life, nothing can ever harm
it. If thereʼs no use for it, how can it ever come to
grief or pain?” Rest, friend. Do not let your live
become timber for a house no one can live in.

THEIR PROPERTY
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Why?
by Mark Rose

in a recent issue of N D (#9), one
of the innumerable brilliant ﬂashing
lights in the networks put forth a
number of his views on the institution of mailart. That individual was
Lon Spiegelman, and his considered
thoughts on the subject of art and
artists make one reﬂect on oneʼs
own position in the ﬁeld, especially
the whys, hows and who cares. But
one of the fundamental questions
that N D asked of him should be
answered by all of us in mailart, as
its very simplicity strikes to the core
of why we do what we do, and others
donʼt. To paraphrase: What made
you become involved with mailart
(and what keeps you involved)?
Spiegelman ended up in mailart
more by accident than planning. For
most of us, the response would be the
same. (In my case, a chance reading of Correspondence Art changed
my style of thinking forever.) The
continuation of involvement in part
stems from the contact one has made
with other artists, other thinkers,
views expanding oneʼs own horizon,
and in part because man is a creative
being, and the act of correspondence
art creation is more accessible than
other types. However, its accessibility (and sometimes, relative ease of
execution) does nothing to diminish
its impact or validity.
When Spiegelman talks about
the changes heʼs seen, he seems to
describe pockets of thought that still
exist. “Iʼve seen a change from ‘fun
and gamesʼ to ‘serious reactionarybullshitʼ to ‘questioning the questionsʼ and now trying to ‘explain the
“invisible beast”ʼ to a blind public
which doesnʼt now and never will
give a shit about mailart until it is
surrounded by dollar signs. There
also seems to be a ‘fame and fortuneʼ
[cont. 1146
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notes
dada: suicide as an art form

1. W.B. Yeats, Autobiographies (New York, 1953, and
London, 1955) pp. 348–49.
2. Manifesto by Louis Aragon at the second Dada manifestation, February 5, 1920, at the Salon des Independants, Paris. Quoted by Maurice Nadeau, The History
of Surrealism, trans. by Richard Howard (London,
1968), p. 62.
3. See The Dada Painters and Poets: An Anthology,
ed. by Robert Motherwell (New York, 1951). Unless
otherwise indicated, all the quotations are from this
book, which gathers together all the essential histories, manifestoes and memoirs.
4. Hans Richter, Dada (London and New York, 1965), p.
20.
5. André Breton, “La Confession dedaigneuse.” Quoted
by Nadeau, op. cit., p. 54.
6. See Richter, op. cit., p. 172.
7. La Revolution Surréaliste, Nº12 (December, 1929).
8. Ibidem
9. See Nadeau, op. cit., p. 102.6.
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of the world thus lie in the “negative” when one is
capable of disconnecting from imposed notions of economy. Plagiarism is the “beginning”, the negative point of culture which ﬁnds
its justiﬁcation in the “unique”. Censorship supersedes plagiarism
as an intelligent negation of “originality” because it suppresses not
only (“original”) production, but also the reproduction (plagiarism,
appropriation, etc.) which revalues the “original” and maintains its
circulation in “reality”. Censorship is to the present what plagiarism is to herstory. Both go instantly beyond the empty siren-song
of academic “deconstruction” (a philosophy “against language”
[sic]), that capitalist scam which pretends to talk about the negation
of “reality” without ever mentioning it. “Deconstruction” and its
“critical” contemporaries become raw vital material for plagiarism
and censorship. As a revolutionary practice, both turn the tremendous waste of western “critical thought” into tools for the complete
transformation of everything. We rewrite the situationist slogan
thus: “Everyone, one step less if you want to be revolutionaries!”
THE HEALING POWER OF DOUBT
“Take things one step farther by not doing them.”
(Charles Boyd, 1984)
Experimental philosophy ﬁnds its coherence in the creation of
situations. In order to practically examine questions of truth it is
necessary to suppress ideas which are initially believed, and then to
observe popular reaction. Find reasons to stop yourself from thinking or saying things, and to stop other people from thinking or say1135
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ing things. At least, try to get them to stop themselves from thinking
or saying things by presenting them with ideas which make what they
are thinking or saying seem obviously incorrect, but which to not
offer alternatives. Perhaps begin by focusing on ideas, objects or actions which you are “against” and progress towards censoring things
which you were previously “for”. Kill your desires and live. Erase,
destroy, and make useless recorded information. Physically and otherwise attempt to suppress expression in art, politics, and philosophy,
and investigate the more technically difﬁcult negations of science,
math, history, and so on. Resist culture and all other forms of institutional identity. Refuse to participate in and suppress interpersonal
and mass social relationships. As you see ﬁt, smash the “imagination”, “schizophrenia”, “death”, “sexuality”, “values”, “time”, and
other forms of seduction, propaganda, and abstraction which you
are capable of perceiving. Experimentally break down the frames of
reference by which you organize non-valued perceptions into valued
entities: e.g., objects, ideas, means of self-perception, etc.
AN END TO SOCIAL RELATIONS
“Self-destruction” is an impossibility, a semantic swindle. The
“self”, when reordered beyond dominant social reality will always
seem “destroyed”, but the “self” by deﬁnition always “is”, and its
alteration beyond recognition is nothing to worry about. Just as there
is no opposite of “being” (what would it be?), the self transformed
simply cannot be perceived as what it was before. Thus the moral[cont. 1138
ism against suicide is a reactionary resistance to
1136
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change. Intrinsic “rationality” is an economy
of language which reconstructs the physical reality of military
capitalism on a mental plane. Given the total colonization of
everyday life by capital, we are forced to speak the received
languages of the media. It seems that only complete opposition to everything is not reversible. If this polemic then seems
contradictory or absolutist, it is because it poses itself in opposition to a coherent totality, an absolute contradiction.
THE FESTIVAL OF CENSORSHIP
“There is no deprogramming, the only deprogramming is
death, there is no death.”
The Festival of Censorship is a patanational, completely decentralized event which will take place in the Summer of 1988,
two short years before the commencement of the ARTISTʼS
STRIKE, a period during which (at minimum) no creative
activity will take place. The Festival aims to begin on a limited and visible scope what will expand and constitute a new
and total organization of everyoneʼs life. Some events have
already been planned for the festival, including international
performances on July 4th and other holidays during which participants will look into the daylight sun for a full hour. A day
of “cover-ups” is also planned, during which participants will
go to rigorous lengths to hide traces of their mundane activities.
We are eager for people to come forward with contributions
or to organize other events to be presented under the banner
of the festival, being free to organize events unconnected
to the Festival under its banner. The Festival is intended to
involve research into the practice of censorship, in “culture”
and beyond. It is not important to us that participants agree
with “our” polemic. We plan to stage manifestations in several
major European and American cities, including New York,
Baltimore, Iowa City, Montréal, London, Berlin, Saõ Paulo,
and San Francisco. We need your help.
to this address:
CENSORSHIP
Karen Eliot, P.O. Box 22142
Baltimore MD 21203 USA
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VIZLATURE
a column on verbo-visual art
by Bob Grumman
taxonomical considerations, part 2
the work on the left below is by Hansjorg Mayer.
Its letters seem but design elements that the artist has
charmed into a Mondrian boogie-woogie, or something
by Franz Kline, painted splashlessly; it doesnʼt seem to
have much textual signiﬁcance. Yet it does make words,
and those words are important for what they speciﬁcally
denote: individuals, that is, or “iʼs.” Indeed, to me the
work is entirely about individuals--individuals, in one
reasonable interpretation, who are banding together
with others as similar to them as one “i” is to anoth-
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er——but then trying to jump out of the groupʼs nulliﬁcation of their uniqueness. In other words, the work
is predominantly a text into which visual elements have
been integrated to add to it a signiﬁcant metaphorical
meaning. We have therefore come to a border of visual
poetry, perhaps, but we havenʼt left it.
In the other work, which is by Franz Mon, we do
leave it, however. Unless thereʼs some verbal message
there Pm missing. I see the bottoms or tops, and the
backs, of many letters, but no words. Instead I ﬁnd a
score for some exotic piece of music by Paul Klee, or
some kind of Cyrillic grating across a window into who
knows what kind of Old World mysticism.
Is the piece wholly a work of visual art, then? According to my taxonomy, no. Like a visual poem, it is an

integration of verbal and visual matter. But it canʼt be
read, so it isnʼt a poem. Its letters add something to it,
though: some kind of typographical ambience--a feeling
of something formal, like a text, and in a speciﬁc order-something, that is, which is going somewhere, and is rational, like sentences are. Something stated. Something,
too, which although composed of just a small number of
repeated elements, and in black and white, can represent
vast expanses of reality.
Also, because letters are readily identiﬁable as letters, their amputation in Monʼs piece will be readily
apparent. So the piece expresses a strong sense of dislocation: of wrongness & alienation some will call it,
of healthy transcendence of rules those of an opposite
temperment might say. The lettersʼ recognizability also
makes it easier to see that the pieceʼs top half is an upside-down and reversed image of its bottom half, which
gives the work a kind of visual wholeness one might
miss if arbitrary shapes had been used instead of letters.
The pieceʼs letters are thus important in a kind of pretextual way.
All this leads me to classify the work as “textual
vizlation.” Thatʼs what I call any work of visual art (or
“vizlation”) into which textual elements without consequence as speciﬁc words have been integrated to in
some way color extra meanings into the work. Whereas
visual poetry is poetry which has been signiﬁcantly
enlarged by visual elements, textual vizlation is visual
art which has been signiﬁcantly enlarged by textual elements.
Having said that, I now have just one more fundamental term to deﬁne, “illuscriptation.” That will have
to wait for my next column, though, for Iʼve reached the
end of this one.
[no. 2
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impression that you created the
work. Plagiarismʼs radical potential wonʼt be realized until there is not difference between these two
approaches. Art plagiarism now is trading on the
frisson gained from toying with the criminal but
with no commitment; it creates its own alibi with
the little nudges and winks. This isnʼt entirely
“incorrect”; detournement plays off that gap. My
“Funnies”, for instance (& notice how iʼm subtly
excluding my own work from negative comments),
work because the images are obviously stolen; draw
my own cartoon and the “Funnies” fall ﬂat.
—Lang Thompson
SOME VERDICTS ARE IN ON THE TAPEBEATLES’ CASSETTE RELEASE
«The Tape-beatlesʼ work is out of sight;
they work so we donʼt have to, making artistic incisions in the medium
of sound. “The Big Broadcast”
(the movements of its sixteen sections are too rich and complex for a
cursory analysis here.) It concludes
by personifying a dualism more fundamental to Tape-beatle theory than
mythic perspectivalism : it is the perpetual
tension between speech & noise, order & chaos,
eros & thanatos, eternity & time which this the
core of their enterprise.»
—Owen OʼToole, Sʼpool
«A Hint of whatʼs to come: your art form is—
and this takes some understanding of dialec1141
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«This is amazing stuff. Armed only with archives of
recorded material and tape recorders, the TB crew puts
together rhythmic, “Plagiarized” cuts that use cultural
images—evangelists, interviews with rock stars, advertisements—to bore into your subconsciousness.
With few cuts over 2 minutes long, this is a barrage
of sometimes-funny, sometimes-curious material that
showcases the ability of the dedicated to ﬁnd music
anywhere.» & «Various Artists, “Phonostatic #8”…
A regularly-appearing tapezine. The theme for this issue is “concatenations”, and most of these pieces are
mostly sounds strung together for new effects. Best of
the batch are the works by the Tape Beatles, using the
techniques of sound juxtaposition to destroy politics
and religion. There are also some extremely abrasive
pieces like Harry Polkinhornʼs “O.K.” here, plus more
normal experimental audio (if thatʼs not a contradiction
in terms).»
—Factsheet Five Nº27
tics—both what makes you critical-and-ingenious and
reactionary-and-banal. For, as both proletarians and
bourgeoisie know—although from very different points
of view—the revolutionary aspect of any particular
spectacle is always contradicted and offset by the reactionary element present in all spectacles.…»
—Thad Metz, The Special Task Force for the Abolition of Alienation
«This is simply a brilliant use of mixing and combining
sources such as radio, TV, ads and other items to create
a very clever collage of new meanings. This is great just
to leave on and get the sampling effect as if your radio
began to connect all the pieces together and talk to you.
An excellent and well designed small booklet comes
with this great package. Highly recommended.»
—Daniel Plunkett, N D
“Listening to the tape is both an experience in patience
and anticipation. It is trying at times, but at other times
its fuels the imagination into holding on waiting for another sequence that is totally brilliant. Like any art or
anti-art movement the rhetoric and manifestos behind
the actual piece or work is a key link to understanding
the overall work. I also believe that most theories are
great on paper, but put into practice usually fall short
of expectations. The Tape-beatles come close to their
own theory called “PLAGIARISM®” and with future
releases they will certainly attain a plateau above even
their own expectations.” —NEO, The Iowa Entertainer
1142
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TA P E R E V I E W S
Fetic Porn by Jake Berry; Cassette:11 tracks:60 mins.
$4? from Experi-Mental Audio Directions c/o Abscond,
2251 Helton Dr. #N7, Florence, AL 35630.
Thrust of work on tape moves toward creating atmosphere. The sources are not so much ambiguous as they
are suggestive. Bits of tv transmission form an abrasive
tone in the pieces which start the tape and set a mood to
be contrasted later by 2 simple, effective zenlike accoustical arrangements followed by a mechanical piece then a
watery, airy, contenting group of common sounds form a
piece that works like a comfortable chair. On side 2 these
elements come together where somber quietude of old
world Japanese ﬂutes meet Sony 19” color, then ranting on
“Seizure Delay,” and ﬁnally tonal (descriptives-are-hardto-ﬁnd-sometimes) resonance on the last selection. —jh
How to Cope by P.M.S. Cassette:12 tracks:60 mins.
From Nexus Cassettes c/o Jason Gibbs, 5836 Alderson St
#4, Pittsburgh PA 15217.
There are a lot of things to like about this tape: Lynne
Barrett, Jason Gibbs, and Robert Gregory blend soft guitars, Casio organs, programmed rhythms, and Barrettʼs
breathy singsong into an atmospheric wash that ranges
from stridency (“Hurricane”, “Rampage”) to langour
(“Lullabye”, “Baby Cries”). Capable instrumentalists all,
P.M.S. can and do get a nice groove going at several points
on this tape. However, while P.M.S.ʼs technical ability
is faultless, their lengthy songs (half are 5—6 minutes
long) tend to collapse under the weight of self-indulgent
instrumental noodlings and a numbing soporiﬁc pacing
and overall tone. At times Ms. Barrett evokes Algebra
Suicideʼs Linda Tomkiw, but her stubborn refusal to emote
shoots down any impact her lyrics could have—her sophomoric deadpan on “Blue Whale” renders an otherwise ok
song unbearable. On the whole, P.M.S. show promise, but
they need to tighten up their songwriting and hone their
vocal/instrumental craft before they can fulﬁll it.
—pn
Parade of Idiots by Big City Orchestra. Cassette:7
tracks:45 mins. Published by Bog Art Productions, Postlarnd 8000, München West Germany. Trade or inquire:
Das, 1803 Mission #554, Santa Cruz CA 95060.
Loopy clear sounds serve as a bed for ‘vocalizationsʼ of
a sort—human utterances with contextual and psychologi-

cal meaning rather than semantic. Somehow they are electronically altered to sound anxious, perhaps resigned. The
selections are basically machinistic, inexorably rhythmed,
and metamorphic, gradually evolving as you listen. The
rhythms are almost soothing at times, leads me to suggest
that this tape would work both as an aural environment
(at low levels) or as a careful audition (with headphones)
tape. A well-produced cassette with pleasing sound quality and an interesting feel to the pieces.
—ld
Plagiarism by the Tape-Beatles [sic]. Cassette:45 minutes. $4? from Audio Musixa Qet, 1341 Williamson St,
Madison WI 53703.
Unauthorized bootleg production of the work of the
Tape-beatles; this cassette contains early production versions of both the “Big Broadcast” and “Plagiarism®”, the
ﬁnished versions of both of which appear on the “authorized” release, entitled A subtle buoyancy of pulse;. A different mix was used in this version of the “Big Broadcast”,
to my mind some of the voices are clearer here, and the
aural densities not so great. The “Plagiarism” side lacks
a few pieces and suffers from weak sequencing, although
it does contain the unavailable-elsewhere track entitled
“Enin Noitulover”. For hardcore Tape-beatles fans only,
or those who havenʼt heard the other compilation, this
might do. Snazzy idea for printing stock ensures that each
card accompanying the cassette is unique.
—ld
Plunderphonics by John Oswald. 12”:4 tracks:Ep.
“Elvis Presley—Igor Stravinsky—Count Basie—Dolly
Parton” Mystery Laboratory, P.O. Box 727 Station P,
Toronto M5S 2Z1 Canada.
What a great collection. Plundered sounds, in John
Oswaldʼs œuvre, are an instrument of unprecedented variety, of a source unimaginably wide and deep, and capable
of brilliant audio usually at odds with their “originators”
wishes or intentions, but malleable and ductile enough
to bend to the will of tape composers, such as Torontoʼs
Mystery Laboratoryʼs John Oswald. Oswald deals with
recorded music as if its physical embodiment were a musical instrument in its own right; credits from the selection
“Pretender”, for example, are listed as : “RCA 7” phonograph record #PB-13756-B, Lenco-Bogen B-75 variable
speed record player; hi-speed bin loop duplicator”, as if
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this were a scientiﬁc experiment with results repeatable by
the listener at home, given the proper equipment.
“Pretender” is ‘…a leisurely tour of the intermediate
areas of [Dolly] Partonʼs masculinity.…ʼ in which Dollyʼs
version of “The Great Pretender” is slowed gradually, revealing a ‘…normally hidden…melliﬂuous male voice…ʼ
which is ‘…more natural sounding…ʼ than Dollyʼs more
familiar warble. The theory is that “Dolly” is really a
male singer whoʼs been ‘chipmunkedʼ into a female vocalist. The wittiness of this selection, the manner of its
presentation, and the resonance of its content as marketed
when juxtaposed with its latent content, which Oswald
takes great pains to develop out, is rather astonishing.
The other three pieces are just as good. Elvis Presleyʼs
“Donʼt” is ‘thickenedʼ with numerous overdubs of a type
which ‘…is common in multitrack production. The seminal “bed” tracks [the ‘originalʼ 1957 recording] are innocent of the nuance or even the eventual existence of the
ﬁnal overdubs [laid down in 1987]. A complex deafness
pervades.ʼ “Pocket” is developed from a Count Basie
composition which has been recomposed on the splicing
block to produce a repetitive piece that is, for its drawn
tensions, token releases, piled up climaxes, and false endings, wildly humorous as well. A wonderful resequencing
of the Basie virtuosity unimagined by the great key tickler
himself. I consider it a “potential Basie” that the Count
didnʼt live long enough to realize. The piece “Spring”
collapses Stravinskyʼs Rite of Spring into a faster paced
work, supposedly accelerated by precisely the same proportion as our modernized sensibilities have been since
that workʼs1913 premier. The goal is to recreate an equiv-

RadioStatic is an audio column appearing
weekly during the regular broadcast of
the Russ Curry’s “Curious Music’ program,
which airs Tuesday nights at 11 PM on 89.7
fm KRUI, Iowa City. The editor of RadioStaticis Lloyd Dunn, who also helps edit PhotoStatic Magazine, PhonoStatic Cassettes, and
is a member of the Tape- beatles.
Each installment of RadioStatic is about
20 minutes long and features work from
the audio art underground, or “network”, as
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alent experience to what the ﬁrst Rite of Spring audiences
went through. Great, great stuff. Given, too, that the liner
notes are brilliantly written as well, serving to inform the
works without spelling them out. Most recording artists
and/or their companies post copying restrictions on their
product in language almost biblical in its sobriety. John
Oswald simply says “All forms of copying are permitted
and encouraged” which is good because this record
canʼt be bought; produced with funds from the Canadian
government, itʼs to be given away to radio stations and
reviewers (hence my copy). If you send me a cassette
with sufﬁcient postage for its return, I will copy “Plunderphonics” for you. Fifteen minutes of blank tape should
do it. But donʼt be shy either; write the above address for
a catalog of Oswaldʼs Mystery Tapes compilations which
play longer and have brilliant moments like the ones here
mentioned.
—ld
Slow Blue Bite/Social Life by P. Children. 7”:2 tracks:
single. From SSS, 5881 Darlington Rd, Pittsburgh PA.
This nicely packaged limited edition single opens with
“Slow Blue Bite”, a sinister cornucopia of scrap metal
clangs, phased trumpet blasts à la Thobbing Gristle, and
Gregorian chant, all over a monomaniacally turgid choral
dub. The ﬂip, “Social Life”, features more intercut choral
chants/industrial metal shrieks, and a boombox/danceﬂoor
drum machine beat, all combining to form… well, I pictured gangs of insane Franciscan brothers shredding their
monastery with power tools. Fans of Laibach and Current
93 will ﬁnd a lot to like here; overall, a solid, “classical”
industrial release.
—pn

it refers to itself. Dunn will cull his material
from compilations and other works submitted to him from throughout the network. His
address files span five continents, which will
assure much diversity, making it something
of value to be heard and be informed as
to what’s going on really right under our
noses.
To submit your work to RadioStatic, all
you need to do is send a cassette of your
material to the below address. If you want
your cassette back after use or rejection,
you must include a self-addressed stamped
envelope with sufficient return postage.
Otherwise, the cassette will be kept. We
prefer to keep all materials sent so that

worthwhile material may be broadcast many
times. lf your work is aired, you will receive a
postcard-playlist, or some other notification
detailing the selections it appeared with.
Remember, your participation is what
makes this possible. Very few of the artists
who submit work are “professionals”, but
merely people who are passionate and committed to working in this fascinating area. So
don’t be shy. If you’re making audio work
that moves you, the chances are good it will
move us, too. Send work to:
PhotoStatic/Retrofuturism
911 North Dodge Street
Iowa City USA 52245
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A Rectiﬁcation of Names
by Ralph Johnson
do most things
in the world have
a name, or do
most things remain unnamed?
Before considering this, what do
I mean by name? A name is a collective knowing. To name is a cultural
action. A name is more than a label,
it is a description. And, since description is prescription, then a name is
itself an action. To call you a worker
or a student is to act towards you differently than someone I would call a
king or president. I am not suggesting that words inherently have some
kind of power, but that they are intimately enmeshed within our cultural
knowing of the world. Names to not
simply refer to things. They are perhaps a junction, a place where cultural
hypnotism and the world meet.
So, do most things have a name?
No, I donʼt think so. There is, perhaps, no way of proving this, but
since language and culture are by
their nature redundant, reductive,
and increasingly specialized, most
things outside our sphere of cultural
and linguistic awareness remain unnamed and thus unknown. This is not
to sound quite so linear. Language
and culture are what we know as the
world. This is especially true for the
20th century. Even a forest, for us, is
an artifact. And also, for us, to name
is to know and to know is to name.
While the structure may be closed and
logical, the process is anything but
linear.
Most importantly we need to realize that the world we function in day
to day is a collective vision. The
danger is when someone decides

they are able to own a given name or
description, a “knowing”, so to speak,
of the world. For in owning it, they
also possess the rights to manipulate
it according to their interests. Our
knowing of the world becomes their
commodity. And with the resulting
externalization of our lives in this
way, no longer possessing our own
vision, the only world we see is one
of the commodity. Moreover, once it
is outside ourselves, it can no longer
refer to the world, but only to itself.
Thus the actions now prescribed by
the incestuous nature of this knowing can no longer take into regard the
world and our relationship to it. The
world, no longer “named”, is no longer known, and vice versa.
[no. 2

The room had become suddenly silent.
The angry scowling faces of Lloyd
and Paul and their stone cold eyes
spoke to me; “John, do something.”
As I turned to leave thinking “forget
it, man” the photograph on the door
of Ralph cued a loop of his words:
“News. People want it.”
Tape-beatle News
Tape-beatles Fight to Save Future
After Living Lifetime of Hurt
the tape-beatles have experienced
a lifetime of hurt. They were treated
badly in art school, then turned to art
prostitution, drugs, carried weapons,
and used fowl language.
The Tape-beatles lost their youth
and now are trying to save whatʼs left
of their future, say those who know
them.
“They understand their past and
they care about their future. Theyʼre
doing the things they need to do to
have a future,” said F. John Herbert,
business manager for the Drawing
Legion.
“My strong immpression is that
they will recover and make amends

to society by becoming responsible
adults. ... They clearly intend to use
their life experiences for the ultimate
beneﬁt of others and themselves,” Dr.
Eadweard “Smiley” Snitzer, an Iowa
City psychiatrist, told a district court
judge in January. Dr. Snitzer pointed
to the groupʼs activities as evidence to
his beliefs:
1. New address is: P.O. Box
8907, Iowa City IA 52244. All future
correspondence to the Tape-beatles
should be directed there.
2. Scheduled 18 September performance at the Willy Street Fair Experimental Music Stage, organized by
Xexoxial Editionsʼ Miekal And and
Liz Was; taking place in Madison WI.
3. Second edition t-shirts (like
the one Ralph wears in the centerfold)
to be coming out soon, white on black
this time.
4. Itʼs Another Iowa Compilation
(Uncharted Territories) Southeast
Records Lp due out 1 September,
containing 2 cuts by the Tape-beatles,
entitled “The Ads become the News”
and “Individual Choice”.
5. The Tape-beatles are seeking nationwide distribution for their
three-month old A subtle buoyancy of
pulse; cassette, and doing most of it
themselves.
6. Weʼve been bootlegged! (And
weʼre happy about it! See review of
Plagiarism, this issue.)
7. Weʼve been interviewed!
(by
Bill Stuelke of the Daily Iowan, appearing in the 6 August edition).
8. Tape-beatle Lloyd Dunn has
initiated a one-half hour weekly
radio “column” on KRUI. The program, called RadioStatic, features
networked music from around the
world as received through the mails.
It appears within a show by the name
of “Curious Music” hosted by Russ
Curry. Now more than ever are submissions encouraged for broadcast,
review, and/or use on the semiyearly
PhonoStatic cassette edition.
—jh
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from 1134]
rarily afﬂicts some
mailers from time to time who tend to
forget the reasons why they came into
the network in the ﬁrst place.” [N D
#9, p. 6] The last is the most insidious, and few are immune. When one
does something felt to be artistically
valid, the next person in line may
dismiss it with “Ah, itʼs just a ploy for
praise.” And both could be right.
Lonʼs method of paying the bills
is based on the premise that “Money
and mailart donʼt mix no matter how
small the amount”, and “Once money
starts creeping into the mailart network, all of the destructive negativity that goes along with it creeps in
also.” This means having a paying
job in addition to working on art, or a
scrounging hand-to-mouth existence.
The search for Mammon can exist
outside the networks, but it is not a
part of the network itself, and indeed,
is to be treated as a cancer attacking a
healthy cell.
The obvious and unasked question is then, why? There is almost no
money, no praise from those outside
the networks and sometimes plenty
of misunderstanding within, and the
artform as a whole will probably never be more acceptable to the viewing
public than it is right now (and thatʼs
precious little).
The answer is up to each artist to
formulate for himself or herself. For
Spiegelman, mailart is a “playful obsession”, a world in which the dayʼs
ugly reality recedes, and the artist
steps in to orchestrate his creative
activities. The word “playful” does
not denote carelessness, insincerity,
or frivolity. Indeed that word usage
is quite telling.
Play and recreation, at almost
all times, is a high form of creativity, artistic endeavor, search for
truth, whatever. Consciously or not,
playing in art is perhaps more important than trying to create truths and
meanings.
[end
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Communiqué Nº4
from the Special Task Force for the Abolition of Alienation

by Thad Metz
1
In one sense the Tape-beatles have yet to prove they
are to be differentiated from being mere news. News
can be described as a spectacle of decomposition,
where specialists unilaterally broadcast images of
all of the system’s contradictions. Everything from
nuclear warfare to the anti-work syndrome is talked
about—only in the terms and logic of the spectacle’s
monologue and thus minus the essentials (namely the
happening resolution of those contradictions which lies
in a realm of reality unacknowledged by the spectacle).
Through the techniques of appropriation and recontextualization in the realm of Sound, the Tape-beatles
can be said to have undertaken a mere spectacular
critique of the spectacle: they critique media hype and
advertising with their own version. The Tape-beatles
have only thrown some more garbage onto the heap of
commodified dissatisfaction —quite a banal project. It
seems that the Tape-beatles have yet to realize that the
revolutionary project is not a spectacle of decomposition—not a “retrofuturism” gone backwards—but the
practical decomposition of the spectacle and theory of
such. “Revolution is not ‘showing’ life to people, but
making them live.”

2
Not to imply that the artistic form used by the Tapebeatles is completely devoid of negation. By tearing
different elements of Sound out of their original context and then juxtaposing these elements according
to subjective, critical intent, the Tape-beatles are able
to produce in the listener an awareness of the falsity
of fragments of the spectacle, but the Tape-beatles,
because of a lack of rigor and theoretical coherence,
do not critique the spectacle which fragments everyday
life—the true and total problem. The fact that the Tapebeatles actually encourage dissemination of the art
form in a commodified manner means it will inevitably

be recuperated by the spectacle and any critical element of plagiarism will be inverted: the products and
behavioral models offered by the Tape-beatles—which
were originally intended to encourage active creativity
on the part of the masses and the dissolution of the
avant-garde—will be disseminated to the masses prepackaged and shrinkwrapped, i.e. in a form designed
solely for their passive consumption. In other words,
the Tape-beatles’ plagiarism will serve as yet another
image advertised by the spectacle to spectators of what
can be done, in the sense of what is allowed, rather than
what is possible. Thus a positive charge is placed on
the potentially negative artistic form of plagiarism. “All
unresolved, unsuperseded antagonisms weaken. Such
antagonisms can evolve only by remaining imprisoned
in previous unsuperseded forms, anticultural art in the
cultural spectacle, for example. Any radical opposition
that fails or is partially successful (which amounts to
the same thing) gradually degenerates into reformist
opposition. Fragmentary oppositions are like the teeth
on cogwheels, they mesh with each other and make the
machine go round, the machine of the spectacle, the
machine of power.” Now of course, the very problem
with spectacular society is that it is virtually impossible
to escape social relations based on the commodity,
and it is ridiculous to expect the Tape-beatles to do so
when only the proletariat, collectively-in-dialogue and
conscious of its history, can abolish alienation and its
cultural counterpart, the spectacle. However, in order
to bring the masses into true contact with the “concept” (in the Hegelian sense) of plagiarism—which, by
the art form’s inner relation to the past may encourage
a conscious reevaluation, appropriation, and recontextualization of everything on the part of the proletariat—it
is necessary for plagiarists such as the Tape-beatles to,
as much as possible, disseminate the art form directly,
unmediated by the commodity and in cahoots with
revolutionary theory. See pages 1128-1129, top, for
examples. More to follow in future issues.
[end
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Newsletter of TSTHPFAGOTIAOLLTFFTO*
Vol. 1 Nº8

by Tim Coats
lately a foe has arisen that has done
all but sap our strength. This is the
kind of animal capable of crushing
entire organizations in a single blow
and without a second thought. (For
all of our sakes here in the Society—and this includes those of you
who probably look at yourselves as
on the fringe—weʼre going to take a
survey someday to ﬁnd out exactly
how many of you are hanging on out
there—we hope prejudices against us
donʼt already run too deep.)
What then is this enemy that bedevils our normally happy organization? It is simply an accusation, my
friends. Thatʼs all. A slimy accusation—the simplest of human amusements for those with a sense of humor
so attuned. (And, it should be pointed
out, a small, meaningless clique that
once suggested that we include said
sense of humor under our auspices
was roundly drummed from our organization as well as, of course, from
the various committees on which it
sat—weʼre great committee people
here, and we donʼt apologize for even
a minute!—and, according to the most
recent reports, is still failing in an attempt to set up their own happiness
outﬁt in the bowels of one of our great
cities.)
What, then, is the accusation-thathas-turned-into-a-crisis? In short we
here in the Society have been accused
of being a hive of drug users. Isnʼt
that the devil? Vile drug users. And
the ﬁnal straw is that when itʼs put to
us, we are unable to ﬂatly deny the
charge. But try to explain something
like that! Letʼs face it, the only people
1148

who are willing to listen to anything
other than an unsophisticated ‘yesʼ or
‘noʼ are those who donʼt give a ﬁg in
the ﬁrst place if somebody toots drugs
or not. But, hang it, we donʼt!
All right then, where exactly is
this grain of truth thatʼs such a thorn
in our sides? The answer is so simple
that the alert reader (and a polling has
shown that we share him with some of
the most prestigious newsletters in the
world!) will be chagrined that it had
to be explained (and thereʼs nobody
who can be more chagrined than these
people).
Letʼs just lay it all out then (and
Iʼm getting raised eyebrows from
some on our newsletter-style-andform committee who donʼt like to see
introductory remarks shirked). What
after all is the point of drugs? —a
question the average civilian doesnʼt,
I fear, often ask himself. And there
sure arenʼt, by the way, a lot of different answers to that question. Actually
thereʼs only one. Happiness. People
take drugs to ﬁnd that old happiness.
Those who take drugs for reasons
other than ﬁnding happiness are going
to be sadly disappointed.
But back to business—now Iʼm
going to put this directly to you readers (to give you a lesson in the delights
of the direct approach, if for no other
reason—God, I love to see those big
intro people squirm: they shrink from
a direct approach like vampires from a
cross): how can an organization serious about happiness ignore drugs? It
canʼt. And, by God, we havenʼt. You
donʼt have to be around us long to
know that we donʼt avoid issues. I

personally think itʼs been one of the
keys to our popularity that weʼre so
doggedly willing to come face-to-face
with even the most awesome (we are
one of the few extant organizations
that has not let the valley girls ruin the
word for us) concerns. And I might
point out that rarely in our countless
(yes, we actually lost count!) experiments have we had to get somebody
to pay special attention to see that he
was happy. A lot of civilians donʼt
realize that drug-induced happiness
is not the subtle, civilized variety that
you hardly know exists and that weʼve
all come (rightly) to prize so highly.
Drug-induced happiness is of the
crude, obvious kind inconsistent with
the values of enlightened peoples,
therefore inconsistent with the (often)
stated goals of the Society.
Well, I donʼt think ‘mission accomplishedʼ would be too strong an
expression to describe the results of
this issue of the Newsletter. Weʼre not
big back-patters here. So I will just
say that if there were ever an occasion for back-patting this issue of the
Newsletter would not be too unlikely
a candidate—thatʼs about as close as
youʼll ever see us get to congratulating ourselves. So, in short (the mailing people are standing around my
desk with guns now—not magnums,
to be sure, but they look like little
.22s or even pellet guns) if youʼre into
newsletters that spend a lot of time
calling attention to their accomplishments, let us know and weʼll scratch
you off our mailing lists.
[end
*The Society to Help People Feel as Good on the Inside
as Others Look Like they Feel from the Outside
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Anatomy of a Male Slut by Bill Shields. 14pp:3.5x8.5”:
xerox. $1 from Plutønium Press, P.O. Box 61564, Phoenix
AZ 85082. — It will probably sufﬁce to say that this is
about what the title suggests, explicit poems about sordid
interludes centered around the glandular yearnings of one
man, the main character. Not merely titillating, however,
this anthology creates an emotional stage for the actions to
take place which left this reviewer eager to avoid experiencing in real life.
Box of Water, Vol. 1 Nº4. 1988. Edited by Stephen Perkins. 52pp:4x11:xerox. $3 from 135 Cole St, San Francisco
CA — A magazine in which xerox represents not merely an
expedient for inexpensive publishing; xerox becomes the
way these pictures have to be seen; xerography is where
they live and breathe. Even so, this collection is not simply
xerographic, it is essentially , combining photographically
(and xerographically) generated images with drawings
and texts. Much of the work is dark, even disturbing, and
ultrafamiliar with its time. “Binge/Purge” is a sly convolution of harsh sexuality, paradigms of machinistic up-down
aerobic exercise and bulemic practices cross referenced in
simple and harsh terms. Sloganeering, too: “Democracy:
Freedom to Sin in Style”, “Sex without Secretions” are a
couple chastisements and advisements present. Current
issue of yearly xerox journal shows up with an elongated
format and more reviews, which comprise just under half
of this issue. The rest of it is images, pure and not simple.
Editor Perkins says in the intro: “This issue sees…a different use of images with less emphasis on individual authorship and more on recombination and recycling.” I would
have to agree, as a glance at Nºs 1—3 show most images
arranged one to a page. This is complex, dark, and ﬁlled
with striking stuff.
Catalyst Komics Nºs 31 and 32. 8pp:3x2”, & 56pp:
3.5x8.5”; both xerox. Production : John R and Dominique
John, 4-1/2 E Main #2, Champaign IL — Documents of a
cryptophilic episode, or perhaps the publicated leavings of

a copy-shop dustbin. Do they have a device for the production dog-earing of pages, or did I just get the display copy?
These might as well be from outer space, or maybe they
mimic how an alien might see our culture : as disjointed
bits of image and text; and, not knowing our sorting protocols, might they then not assemble them in this pseudorandom induplicable manner, with each page of a different
size, a saddle stitch only half-heartedly attempted, residue
of the production process coyly intact : ﬁnger smudges,
paper abrasions from rough handling and the like? There
are many possibilities. A ‘komicʼ? Hardly. There are no
laughs here; only questions. And if it suggests this much
for me, think of what it can do for you.
For Walter Benjamin by Steve Harp. 8pp:4x5”:xerox.
Inquire: 830 Elmwood St, Evanston IL — “…a writer
whose greatest pride it was that ‘the writing consists largely of quotations—the craziest mosaic technique imaginableʼ…” Recombinant Walter Benjamin + others. Booklet
consists of sequenced xerox excisions from various texts
seeking to illustrate a quote about Benjaminʼs writing dealing with his propensity for quotation. Characterized by a
stop-start cutup linking of ideas, these sentences form their
own set of relations.
In Your Mail Nº1/2. Edited by Dallas Swan. 12pp:letter:
xerox. Write : 1030 Adams St #1C, Salisbury MD 21801.
— First issue of an infozine about ‘alternative publicationʼ.
The editor hopes to collect information about anything
thatʼs out there: the emphasis is on networking contacts.
Send him any info youʼve got (including just general mus1149
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ings about the scene) about yours or anybodyʼs project,
along with a sample copy and I bet heʼll include it. Swan
is also interested in anecdotal material, such as : whatʼs the
strangest trade anyoneʼs ever offered for your ʼzine; what
kind of hate mail do you get? He makes the point that hate
mail isnʼt necessarily a bad thing : it means that youʼve
gotten through—any response being more desirable than
apathy. Understandably doesnʼt really have a ‘shapeʼ yet,
so itʼs up to us in the network to send stuff to help give it
one. A valid ﬁrst effort.
Inter. Printemps 88. 66pp:9x12:offset. 3.95$ from :
Les Éditions Intervention, C.P. 277 Haute Ville, Québec
Canada G1R 9Z9. — A slick, this magazine is comprised
chieﬂy of coverage of the Québeçois art scene, its activities and its personalities. As such, the text is in , so unless
you know that language, the experience of this magazine
will be a visual one. And that might be satisfying enough;
the graphics are high quality and fresh, inventive even;
the black and white photography is nicely printed and
controlled stylization throughout the issue makes for a
uniﬁed whole. Very much of and about a particular scene,
although the end contains brief reviews of underground
periodicals and projects, included. Of great value. Topics
covered include: “Territoires Partagés” about networking,
“Espaces Alternatifs, Sonores, Imprimés…” on alternative
spaces and presses, “Électroniques et Transmissibles”
broadcast and electronic art, and many more.
La Langouiste Nº14. 7 mai 1988. “Revue Mensuelle
dʼInformation Culturelle”. 6pp:A4:xerox. Write : ModelPeltex, 3 rue des Couples, 67000 Strasbourg, France. 2
francs over there. — A sort of newsletter or reviewzine,
in French, of cassette and xerox culture. Linked up with
Model-Peltex. Seems excellent, thorough, covering a lot,
in spite of its thinness. Assembled with skill; small tabloid
format. Numerous addresses and comments on underground product— has been known to compare La Langouiste with itself, and aptly so. However, is much larger.
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Mostly of value to those of you who read French and are
interested in garnering more contacts in Europe.
Megaphone Nº1, July 1988. 24pp:4x5”:xerox. Edited
by Lee Markosian. “Send things to: Lee ‘The Lee Masterʼ
Books, 285 Divisadero St #4, San Francisco CA 94117.”
— A couple years back, I did a review of a booklet called
“I Hate Nancy Books” by Lee Markosian. I liked it a lot
and my review was enthusiastic. Leeʼs been out of the
networking picture since then as far as I know. Anyway,
his new one, a magazine for which he solicits submissions
and commentary, is just as good. Like the name suggests,
these writings are a collection of of rants, delivered in a
shout, alarmed at the status quo. The position is peculiar,
and perhaps more effective for being so: these pages try to
weakly justify how things are; but the tension beneath the
surface is there and evident. These “itʼs not really so bad”
statements only manage to mask the “or is it?” latent beneath them. And this puts the reader in that position quite

effectively; in some way, by just going on with our daily
lives, more or less accepting things as they are, and not
committing ourselves to be completely at odds with these
structures, instead working within them, in spite of them,
we must have a way of rationalizing our sensitive selves
(which are by nature vulnerable) just so that we can go on,
so that we can shield our sensitivities, so that a minimum
of violence is done to our of necessity calloused sensibilities. Otherwise how could we really go on? Anyway,
thatʼs the main issue, I think, behind this simply produced
eloquent little magazine. Itʼs far far more emotional than
intellectual, and far better to read it than about it. Send
your SASE now.
N D Nº10. Edited by Daniel Plunkett. 48pp:half legal:
offset. Write : P.O. Box 4144, Austin TX 78765. — A
prized possession of a ʼzine, one of those I carry around
with me for a couple-three weeks to go over with ﬁne teeth.
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Devoted mainly to mail art and art stuff available through
networking, supplies its readers with interviews with performancers, cassetteers, etc. so you can keep abreast of the
busy dizzy pace of these worldwide phenomena. Editor
Dan Plunkett must keep busy travelling around and talking
on the telephone; his efforts to my mind pay off in the end
with a production of substantial value. Photos, reviews,
contacts, show invites, announcements. The whole bit.
With its ear to the ground and its shoulder to the grindstone, itʼs a ﬁnger on the pulse of whatʼs happening. Next
issue is on video cassette. Look forward to that one.
Nada Vol. 1 Nº5, Summer ʼ88. 20pp:5.5x7:xerox. Edited
by John McCarthy. 50¢ or $4/10#s from 1459 W Cortez
St, Chicago IL 60622. — A completely graphic magazine,
is reaching its stride with this, its ﬁfth issue. “True Lies”
is the theme, and it has the requisite images of Reagan and
Swaggart, as well as a spread depicting Ollie North saluting
fascist-style before a depiction of the White House ﬂying
a swastika-banner; the opposing page has a stark proﬁle
of Hitler, spray coming out of his mouth, literally spewing
forth; his pronouncements being seen as something physi-

cal and foul. There are some things here that donʼt make
literal sense; they make nonsense—and the thing looks
great with lines everywhere and real dense blacks and
often gravelly reproduction, hard blacks arranged just-so
and balanced with other densities of texture, itʼs visually
a maze and you go through it rather than make sense of it.
Precisely the point, of course.
Open World Nº36 (Final Issue). 12pp:A5:xerox.
Available from Rora & Dobrica Kamperelic, Milovana
Jankovica 9B, 11041 Beograd Yugoslavia. — A mailer of
international mailart contacts, a tight xerox paste up using
bits (the tired metaphor “crazy quilt” comes to mind) of
pictures, texts, announcements, most of all : addresses!
where you can write to contact likeminds in Europe mostly,
with many Eastern Bloc addresses; but also quite a few
from the Americas and Japan as well. Get out your magnifying glass and pore over it for info. Rora & Dobrica seem
quite active in not only mail art, but also performance as
well. I think this pair would be an excellent contact if you
were particularly interested in a Yugoslavian underground,
for example.
Or Nºs 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, & 117 by Uncle Don
Milliken. Each 12pp:half letter:xerox. Inquire: Orworks,
P.O. Box 868, Amherst MA 01004. — These are slim
magazines, essentially the work of one Donald Patrick
Milliken, appearing sporadically. All of the above have
appeared in my mailbox since March, 1988. They all work
on a number of levels; for example: as xerox production
pieces, they are carefully and beautifully produced. In addition they are inventively designed within the conventions
Milliken has imposed on himself. Also, Millikenʼs sense
of humor is a large part of them, with his typwritten or
scribbled quips and captions at times making a narrative of
the thing, at other times just linking disparate found images
in concept. This humorous quality is the great strength of
Millikenʼs œuvre; his biting taste for irony and satire is
ﬁnely honed. Nº112 : “Dictionary of Universal Language”
is a list of witty deﬁnitions which present reality as if it
were nonsense; an honest documentary. With Esperantaj
piktogramoj. No punches pulled. Nº113: “Moosh-moosh
goes to Venice” tells a couple of good jokes using an autobiographical tone. Nº114: If you thought activism died in
the 60s say uncle. Publish and perish. Ominous and visual. Nº115: “Nobodyʼs Dog”; a kind of minimal ﬂip-book
of the unchanging. Motion picture kiss inﬁnitesimally
dissected. Nº116: Safety tips for artists. A map of Uncle
Donʼs mind? Oh yes, and gorillas. Nº117: Collection of
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drawings done by Uncle Don for a hanging show. Odd
captions. Off the wall and in your lap.
Original Donna Kossy’s Kooks Magazine Nº1, The.
24pp:half letter:xerox. 1$ from the Out-of-Kontrol Data
Korporation, P.O. Box 953, Allston MA 02134 (This is a
NEW address). — For those of you who waited breath
bated for the “Kooks” issues of Donna Kossyʼs , wait no
more. Donna has spun off the concept and started a new
ʼzine with it. The focus, of course, is on kooks, that is,
those people whose ideas are not quite in synch with horse
sense, but furthermore, those individuals who think they
know something real important that escapes the rest of
us. This is an anthology of collected writings by kooks,
such as the ‘Roman Catholic priestʼ who believes tv and
the cinema are the instruments of Satan; evil enters young
minds through the eyes. Or the fellow who thinks that the
US government, which is phallocentric (proved by the
erection of the Washington Monument), invented AIDS to
wipe out most of the population because there isnʼt enough
money to go around. Etc. The xerographic camera brings

you unexpurgated samples of common (and uncommon)
delusions.
Quell by John Eberly. 24pp:half letter:xerox. Get it from
: Mumbles, P.O. Box 8312, Wichita KS 67208. — A xerofolio of new drawings by the proliﬁc John Eberly. Biomorphic squiggles made up of heavy black lines, all the same
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width, lend a plodding queerness to these invented species.
A midland between cartoon and hieroglyph, these ﬁgures
at once epitomize and offer stinging caricature of certain
human characteristics. There is the addictive personality,
whose appendages have literally become a cigarette and
cupacoffee; itʼs all it can do to sulk in a corner and rattle its
tail. Depicted, too, is the fate of the masturbatory introvert
doomed to die after tugging his member off; too much
self love. And more. The simpleness of the renderings
gives many of these an primitive quality at odds with their
cartoonish presence. I usually think of good cartooning
as making sophisticated use of subtle line, a shorthand in
drawing often as expressive as much more complex renderings. These are raw and almost tatoo-like, hence much
of their interest.
The Slapdash Hackery Factory Nº8. July 1988,

“What Dreams May Come”. Edited by Carl Bettis. 22pp:
letter:xerox. $1 from : P.O. Box 32631, Kansas City MO
64111. — The theme is dreams in this issue of prose, poems
and graphics put together by irrationalist (see pS#30) Carl
Bettis. Emphasis seems to be on the poetic, the philosophical, the metaphysical. Almost casual, at times witty. Intelligent stuff makes for good reading material. Also includes
letters to the editor and “Superﬁcial Reviews”.
Thrillhammer Nº5 (I think). Edited by Christopher
Erin. 12pp:letter:xerox; GBC bind. Write: Christopher
Erin, P.O. Box 20548, Wichita KS 67208. — It doesnʼt say
“Thrillhammer” anywhere on it, but this is its format, so
Iʼm assuming… Subtitled “The Body on the Death Bed”,
this is an extended on impermanence, mostly the impermanence of life. What constitutes the text is mostly a morbid
dwelling on the detail of decay and a musing about what
is left behind (amounting to nil, according to the writer).
Text is laid out with graphics, comprised of obituary clippings, Erinʼs drawing, and some interesting found images,
which sometimes underscore, and sometimes make irony
of the text.
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LISTINGS
Aardvark Farms, P.O. Box
785, Glenham NY 12527, has a
one-sheet “catalog” of offerings
for those interested in their mail
art output. Includes cassettes,
booklets, “strange comics”,
“experimental sounds for the
insane!”, and more. Write for
more speciﬁc information.
Anathema is an “obscure
quarterly publication” which
is “the only commodity worth
consuming” or so their postcard
announcement says.
Single
issues are $2 and if youʼre interested (their card wasnʼt very
speciﬁc) write them at P.O. Box
585, Chelmsford MA 01824.
Circle-8 : An Index to 8mm
and Super 8mm Filmmakers.
Volume 1 : U.S. and Puerto
Rico. 63-page catalog is a ﬁle
index of addresses and ﬁlmographies of artists who make
small format ﬁlms. A sourcebook of contacts; if youʼre
involved in this area you may
want this to help in the exchange of thoughts. Write : The
International Center for 8mm
Film and Video, Inc., 10-R Oxford St, Somerville MA 02143;
or call 617/666-3372.
Cloud 247. Mail art ﬂotsam,
banal hippyistic political “consciousness”. Not quite as enlightened as they think they are.
P.O. Box 1361, Bellingham WA
98227.
Cloud Nº7.
Single sheet
publication, this one with one
of Mike Miskowskiʼs “Applianoid” drawings.
Write
G.M. Evason, 912 Broadview
Ave, Toronto ONT M4K 2R1
Canada.
Comisaria de Extensión
Cultural: Descoteca Educative
Nacional. Booklet & postcard
en español about the press-

ing of an art-record of some
sort…lots of theoretical stuff
(I think). Write: Pedro Bericat,
c/Santiago Rusiñol, Nº51—1º
Dcha (?), 50002 Zaragoza
Spain.
Emotional Vomit Nº20. Edited by M. Schafer. Comic pages
with
smaller-than-postagestamp panels; orientals mystiﬁed by piles of dung; grimaces
and odd encounters between
Hannah-Barbera cartoon characters. Palm-size, 50¢ from M
Schafer, 75 Fairview Ave #3B,
New York NY 10040.
Factsheet Five Nº27, August 1988 is available with the
same consistent quality youʼve
come to expect from Factsheet
Five.
Itʼs pretty apparent
that art doesnʼt arouse Mike
Gunderloyʼs passions (not that
it should), but this compendium
of the small press is invaluable
nonetheless. $2 from Gunderloy, 6 Arizona Ave, Rensselaer
NY 12114. Write today. You
wonʼt be sorry.
Freek Manifesto is a stream
of consciousness multi-page
conceptzine by Richard F
Woodbury, P.O. Box 2723, College Station TX 77841. Write
for details.
Mystery Hearsay is a
small ʼzine/catalog detailing
the hows and where-tos of a
variety of tape-activities and
cassette-bands. An “International Info Exchange”. Send
SASE/IRC to P.O. Box 240131,
Memphis TN 38124. Oh, I just
noticed that what I got was a
“supplement”, so I reckon the
real catalog must be larger and
more impressive.
NRG Nº29. Tabloid of poetry,
including a lot of visual poetry
from names familiar if you read

PhotoStatic : Miskowski, Jake
Berry, Malok, etc., as well as a
lot of verbal poetry. Write : Dan
Raphael, ed., NRG, 6735 SE
78th St, Portland OR 97206.
The “Persona Non Grata
Free Postage Chapette Series”,
7535 Calhoun St, Dearborn
MI 48126, offers a series of
“chapettes” which are booklets
“somewhere between the size
of a chapbook and a pizza circular” featuring “short ﬁction…
immortal poems…irreverence
and irrelevance…socially aberrant as well as the politically
unhinged…innovative and uncomfortable. We want stamps.”
They give the chapettes away
for stamps to cover postage.
Write these folks. They seem to
be on to something. Examples:
Ponce de Leon Revisited by
Kurt Nimmo.
‘Chapetteʼ
contains self-conscious-as-narrative short story with great
climax; humor. Also: Praps by
D.A. Levy. Dead poetʼs poetry.
Send stamps to Personal Non
Grata Press, 7535 Calhoun St,
Dearborn MI 48126.
Schisms Nº19, Nº20. Sentence-anagrams of each other;
the sexuality of power and the
power of sexuality; each are
available for a 25$ stamp from
the author/artist Janet Janet,
135 Cole St, San Francisco CA
94117.
Score Review 4. Single sheet
of text tries to answer the question what is visual literature?
If anyone is qualiﬁed to begin
answering this, it is certainly
Crag Hill, the editor of Score
Magazine, of which this is an
ancillary project. Write for
info : 491 Mandana Blvd #3,
Oakland CA 94610.
Sore Tomorrow by Mr. Lawn.

Anthology of poetry. $1 from
Mr. Lawn, c/o A.C.A.I., P.O.
Box 2432 Station A, Champaign IL 61820.
Spilled Ink Distributing,
P.O. Box 70672, Seattle WA
98107-0682.
Summer ʼ88
Catalog is a place to look when
searching for underground art,
poetry, magazines. They seem
to cover a variety and their
listing includes both offset and
xerox work.
Stride 1987—1988 Catalogue. Listing of the output
of UK literary art press run by
Rupert Loydell. Also: Touch
these Shadows by Rupert
Loydell.
Loydellʼs poetry,
xeroxed images. And: Stride
29. Edited by Rupert Loydell.
Hefty offset literary journal
containing prose, poetry, line
art, more. Write: Stride, 37
Portland St, Newtown, Exeter,
Devon EX1 2EG England;
or US$ sales write Stride c/o
Thomas Wiloch, 43672 Emrick
Dr, Canton MI 48187.
The Subtle Journal of Raw
Coinage Nº11, Nº12. Latest
editions of species lexicogitatus
esoterica are exercises in tininess. You could probably have
them both for pennies. Write:
Ge(of Huth), 112 S Market St,
Johnstown NY 12095.
This is Important Nº14 edited by F.A. Nettelbeck. Tiny
pamphlet of visual poems, and
the conventional sort as well.
Write:
c/0 Illuminati, Box
67e07 [sic], Los Angeles CA
90067.
Unowned Worlds. Poem by
Illo and Musicmaster. “The Bar
is Closed” single-sheet publication. Write: Musicmaster, 4950
Bryant Ave S #5, Minneapolis
MN 55409. Send SASE.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
«BUTTON PROJECT: My job
as a clerk in a bookstore requires
me to wear a bright blue vest
so that customers can identify
employees. We are allowed to
wear buttons on the vest so with
your help I want to turn this into
an ongoing mail art project. Send
your button & I will wear it for
at least one week. Buttons may
be those of your own design and
creation, “found” objects, altered
or detourned buttons, conceptual/
dada, etc. Two variations from
usual rules: (1) Because I am
just an employee, no buttons
with nudity or “obscenity” can
be worn. Political content, however, wonʼt be restricted. (2)
Buttons with protruding needles
or sharp surfaces may be worn
less than one week, if at all.
Otherwise, no judgement, no fee,
no deadline, & documentation to
everybody in the form of a list
of all participants and photocopy
of vest. Lang Thompson, P.O.
Box 49604, Atlanta GA 30359.»

«SCORE SHEET is an occasional publication from Score
Publications. It will appear
when we see ﬁt, when we see
something that ﬁts in the space
between issues of Score magazine. Submissions are welcomed,
w/an sase, as are subscriptions
: 1$ for 4 issues. Write : 491
Mandana Blvd #3, Oakland CA
94610.» Visual poetry, xeroxible information. Edited by Crag
Hill. Nº3 has work by Hill and M.
Kettner. Nº5 by Géza Perneczky
and Mike Miskowski. The virtues
of the format are: mobility (cheap
to mail, works like an insert) and
focus (showcasing two artists).
«Send me your mail art. Mail
my address to your friends. Guido Bondioli, 24955 Brush Creek
Rd, Sweet Home OR 97386.»
«What do you think of GUNS?
Send your thoughts to S.F. Gun
Exchange, 124 First St, San Francisco CA 94105. Sorry there will
be no documentation. This is no
vanity-art project. Please copy &
distribute.»

«¶IN THE MIDDLE 1930s,
an American part-time inventor
[Chester F. Carlson] grew dissatisﬁed that there was no cheap,
easy and fast copying system. It
took him three years to hit upon a
workable combination of materials; then, on October 22, 1938,
he created the worldʼs ﬁrst dry
electrostatic copies. Carlson then
spent another 15 years reﬁning
and marketing the process, which
ﬁnally found market acceptance
in the early 1950s. ¶We at AFSI
wish to recognize the ingenuity
and perseverance of Chester Carlson. We will be publishing, on
Saturday 22 October 1988 (or as
close to that date as we can manage), a collection of visual and
textual works commemorating
the Golden anniversary of xerography. We invite you to contribute to the occasion. Weʼd prefer it
if your work involved xerography
in some way or another—whether
you used the process to create
or are just using the process as a
subject, both are ﬁne to us.

¶We would prefer it if submissions were no larger than the
collectionʼs paper size, 8 1/2” by
11”, as we will not reduce works
unless speciﬁcally requested to
do so. However, thereʼs nothing wrong with using multiple
gatefolds, if youʼre particularly
enamoured with strange aspect
ratios. Weʼre great fans of colour work; regrettably, economic
necessities dictate that we print
very little of it, but if you have an
idea for something colourful, then
PLEASE WRITE! Monochrome
color is far more affordable, so
letʼs have lots of it, okay?
¶Remuneration: Sorry, no cash.
However, we will provide all
contributors with two copies of
the ﬁnished publication.
¶Please copy and distribute in all
languages.
10.-22.-88 ORILLIA.
ASFI World Headquarters
349 West St N #3
Orillia Ontario Canada
L3V 5E1
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